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Abstract

We propose multi-modal story-oriented video summa-
rization (MMSS) which, unlike previous works that use
fine-tuned, domain-specific heuristics, provides a domain-
independent, graph-based framework. MMSS uncovers cor-
relation between information of different modalities which
gives meaningful story-oriented news video summaries.
MMSS can also be applied for video retrieval, giving per-
formance that matches the best traditional retrieval tech-
niques (OKAPI and LSI), with no fine-tuned heuristics such
as tf/idf.

1. Introduction and related works

As more and more video libraries [9] become available,
video summarization is in great demands for enabling users
to efficiently access these video collections. Most previ-
ous work focuses on summarizing an entire video clip into
a more compact movie to facilitate browsing and content-
based retrieval [8, 4]. For story-oriented summarization,
research has been done mainly under the context of multi-
document summarization [3] in the textual domain. Little
work has been done on story-oriented video summarization
using the multi-modal information.

Identifying footages of the same evolving story is diffi-
cult. Broadcast news production commonly shows a small
icon beside an anchorperson to represent the story on which
the anchorperson is reporting at the time [1]. The same icon
is usually reused later in the shots about the follow-up de-
velopment of the story, as an aid for the viewers to link cur-
rent coverage to past coverage. We call these icons “news-
logos”, and the associated stories logo stories. The property
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of logos makes them a robust feature for linking separated
footages of a story.

In this paper, we propose a method, MMSS, to gener-
ate multi-modal summary of a logo story. MMSS inte-
grates multi-modal (visual/textual) information, treating it
in a uniform, modality-independent fashion, with no need
of parameter tuning. In fact, MMSS uncovers cross-modal
correlation which, not only gives good story summaries,
but also video retrieval performance matches the best finely
tuned traditional information retrieval techniques.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces
the proposed method, MMSS. Sections 3 presents our exper-
imental results on two applications, namely, story-oriented
video summarization and video retrieval. Section 4 con-
cludes the paper.

2. Proposed method: Video mining with MMSS

MMSS introduces a general framework for mining the
cross-modal correlations among data of different modalities
(frames/terms/logos) in video clips. The found cross-modal
correlations are then used for story-oriented summarization
and video retrieval.

The data set we used in this work is the TRECVID 2003
[7] data set. The data set is a collection of news programs.
Each news program is broken into shots, each of which is
associated with a keyframe and transcript words. For the
words, we keep only the nouns and filter out the stop words.

In our experiments, logos are identified and extracted
from the shot keyframes, using off the shelf algorithms for
iconic matching [1, 2]. Figure 1 shows the keyframes and
the associated words of three logos in the CNN news from
the TRECVID 2003 data set.

Observation 1 Logos provide robust visual hints and help
alleviate the problems of tracking shots of a same story.

Our goal is to exploit the logos, to facilitate video mining
tasks. Particularly, we focus on the following two applica-
tions:



winter olympics
nagano ceremony
night round compe-
tition result headline
news superticker
medal watch headline
news superticker
result

money trie source
lawyer house intern
monica informa-
tion counsel starr
immunity learned
starr

arab league secre-
tarygeneral strike iraq
reaction arab brent
sadler report iraqi
president saddam hus-
sein kind sentiment
attack

(a) “Winter Olympics” (b) “Lewinsky” (c) “Iraq”

Figure 1. News logos

� (Story summarization) How do we generate high-
quality textual and visual summaries of a story?

� (Video retrieval) How can we exploit the logos, to re-
trieve the video clips that are relevant to a text query?

In addition, we want to perform the above two tasks in a
principled way, that is, using the same framework for both
tasks, integrating all multi-modal sources easily, with no pa-
rameter tuning.

Graph
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We integrate the information of shot-
word co-occurrence with the logo information into a graph���������

. The graph
���������

is a three-layer graph with 3
types of nodes and 2 types of edges. The 3 types of nodes
are logo-node, frame-node and term-node, corresponding to
the logos, keyframes (each representing a shot), and terms,
respectively. The 2 types of edges are the term-occurrence
edge and the “same-logo” edge. Figure 2 shows an example
graph

� �������
with 2 logo-nodes �
	����	���� , 5 frame-nodes

�����
������������� , and 10 term-nodes �����
�����������! �� . The term-
occurrence edges are the solid lines, and the “same-logo”
edges are the dotted lines.

A logo-node 	#" is connected to a frame-node �
$ by a
“same-logo” edge, if the logo %�&�	#"(' appears in the frame
%�&�� $ ' . A frame-node � $ is connected to a term-node ��) by
a term-occurrence edge, if the term %�&*��)�' occurs in the shot
whose keyframe is %�&�� $ ' .

For logo story summarization and video retrieval, the
essential part they share is to select objects pertaining to
a query object. In logo story summarization, frames and
terms forming the summary are selected based on their “rel-
evance” to the query object, the logo(-node) of the story.
As for video retrieval, we rank and select video shots by
their “relevance” to the set of query terms. With the graph� �������

, we can turn the problem of computing “rele-
vance” with respect to the query objects, into a random walk
on the graph

�+�������
, as we show next.
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Figure 2. (The MMSS graph
�+�������

) Three
types of nodes, and two types of edges: logo-
nodes 	�" ’s, frame-nodes ��" ’s and term-nodes
�!" ’s; “same-logo” edges (dotted) and the term-
occurrence edges (solid).

Random walk with restarts (RWR) In this work, we
propose to use random walk with restarts (“RWR”) for esti-
mating the relevance of node “ , ” with respect to the restart
node “ - ”. The “random walk with restarts” operates as fol-
lows: to compute the relevance of node “ , ” for node “ - ”,
consider a random walker that starts from node “ - ”. At
every time-tick, the walker chooses randomly among the
available edges, with one modification: before he makes a
choice, he goes back to node “ - ” with probability . . Let/10 &*,�' denote the stationary probability that our random
walker will find himself at node “ , ”. Then, /�0 &*,�' is what
we want, the relevance of “ , ” with respect to “ - ”, and we
call it the RWR score of “ , ” (with respect to “ - ”). The intu-
ition is that if the random walker who restarts from - (with
probability . ) has high chance of finding himself at node , ,
then node , is close and relevant to - . Details about RWR
can be found in [5].

To use RWR to summarize a logo story %�&�	#"(' , we set
the restart node - be the logo-node - = 	 " . The frame(-node)s
and term(-node)s with the highest RWR scores are then se-
lected as the story summary. Similarly, for video retrieval,
the restart nodes are set to the term-nodes corresponding to
the query terms. The query result is the shots (frame-nodes)
with the highest RWR scores.

3. Experimental Results

The experiments are designed to answer the following
questions: (a) For visual story summarization, how good are
the shots that MMSS chooses? (b) For text story summariza-
tion, how good are the terms that MMSS chooses? (c) For
video retrieval by text query, how well does MMSS compare
to successful existing text retrieval methods, like OKAPI
and LSI?

We should emphasize that OKAPI and LSI can only an-
swer queries of the form “given a query word, find rele-



vant video shots”. Our MMSS method, being modality-
independent, can answer any type of query, like “given a
shot (without a logo), find the best logo for it”; or “given a
logo, find the best shots and/or terms for it”.

In our experiments, we follow the guidelines from
[6] and set the restart probability . = � � ��� for our 3-layer� �������

graph.

3.1 Story summarization

Rank 1 Rank 2 Rank 3 Rank 4 Rank 5

Rank 6 Rank 7 Rank 8 Rank 9 Rank 10

Rank 11 Rank 12 Rank 13 Rank 14 Rank 15

Rank 16 Rank 17 Rank 18 Rank 19 Rank 20

Rank 21 Rank 22 Rank 23 Rank 24 Rank 25

Rank 26 Rank 27 Rank 28 Rank 29 Rank 30

Figure 3. (Visual summary of logo “Iraq”)
Frames are sorted (highest score first).

MMSS summarizes news-logo stories using the frames
and texts which have high RWR score. Figures 3 shows the
top 30 frames selected by MMSS for the logo “Iraq”. The
top 7 frames are the frames of logo “Iraq” detected by the
iconic matching. These frames are ranked high, simply be-
cause they are connected directly to the restart logo-node.
Interestingly, MMSS found extra logo frames (e.g. the logo
frame ranked 16) missed by the iconic matching. MMSS se-
lects informative frames about the logo story, where faces
of the major players are easily seen. For example, Kofi
Annan appears in the rank 9 frame. Frames which contain
important information in the form of overlaid text are also

selected, as shown in the frames ranked ��� -th and ��� -th -
the “Crisis in the Gulf”- on which current developments are
summarized. We emphasize that the information of over-
laid text is important and may not be available to the textual
retrieval methods, for they are rarely fully mentioned by the
anchorperson and are not in the transcript. Other logos per-
taining to the logo “Iraq” are also detected and selected, for
example, the “Yeltsin” logo at rank 14 and the “Canada-
Iraq” logo at rank 29.

Observation 2 (Visual summary by MMSS) MMSS sum-
marizes logo stories by selecting relevant frames from the
news video collections. Specifically, MMSS selects frames
(a) of persons, objects, activities which are significant to
the story; (b) of meaningful overlaid text; (c) which contain
the “seed” logos but are missed by the “iconic matching”
technique; (d) of other relevant logos.

Table 1 shows the terms selected by MMSS for sum-
marizing three logo stories in Figure 1, namely “Winter
Olympics”, “Lewinsky” and “Iraq”. Together with the se-
lected frames in Figure 3, we found that MMSS success-
fully select meaningful frames and terms for the logo sto-
ries. MMSS also picks meaningful frames for the logo sto-
ries “Winter Olympics” and “Lewinsky”, but the selected
frames are not shown due to the page limit. Detail results
can be found in [5].

Story Summarizing terms

“Winter
Olympics”

winter medal gold state skier headline news result su-
perticker olympics competition nagano ceremony watch
night round game team sport weather photo woman that
today canada bronze year home storm coverage

“Lewinsky” house lawyer intern ginsburg starr bill whitewater coun-
sel immunity president clinton monica source informa-
tion money trie learned iraq today state agreement coun-
try client weapon force nation inspection courthouse ger-
many support

“Iraq” iraq minister annan kofi effort baghdad report president
arab strike defense sudan iraqi today weapon secretary
talk school window problem there desk peter student sys-
tem damage apart arnett albright secretarygeneral

Table 1. (Textual summary by MMSS) Terms
are sorted (highest score first).

3.2 Video retrieval

In the task of video retrieval, we are given a query (a set
of terms), the goal is to retrieve shots which are most rele-
vant to the query. In other words, we want to rank all shots
according to their “closeness” to the set of query words. The
queries used in our experiments are: � ‘‘lewinsky’’ � ,



Rank 1 Rank 2 Rank 3 Rank 4 Rank 5

Rank 1 Rank 2 Rank 3 Rank 4 Rank 5

Rank 1 Rank 2 Rank 3 Rank 4 Rank 5

Figure 4. Keyframes of the top 5 shots re-
trieved by MMSS (top row), OKAPI (mid-
dle row) and LSI (bottom row) on query
� ‘‘lewinsky’’, ‘‘clinton’’ � . Frames
are ranked (highest score first).

� ‘‘clinton’’ � , � ‘‘lewinsky’’, ‘‘clin-
ton’’ � , � ‘‘annan’’ � , � ‘‘iraq’’ � , � ‘‘annan’’,
‘‘iraq’’ � , � ‘‘olympics’’ � , � ‘‘white’’,
‘‘house’’, ‘‘scandal’’ � .

Since the data set we use does not have ground truth for
any query, we do not report the standard precision and recall
measures. Instead, we inspect the result by human judg-
ment. We leave the precision/recall experiments to the fu-
ture works.

We notice that a shot which contains keywords to a query
is not necessarily a shot with meaningful content about the
query. For example, a “teaser” in the beginning of a news
broadcast introduces all headline news and is full of key-
words. However, a teaser is usually accompanied with the
anchor shots and does not have meaningful scene shots.
Traditional textual retrieval methods are likely to retrieve
teaser-style shots. On the other hand, MMSS is unbiased to
the teasers, as we show next.

MMSS successfully ranks relevant shots to the top of the
list, as shown in Figure 4. The frontal view of the major
players related to the query is at the top of the list, for ex-
ample, Starr at rank 1 and Monica at rank 4. In addition,
MMSS avoids the news “teasers” while OKAPI and LSI
rank the teaser shots with high scores. For example, in Fig-
ure 4, the rank 1 shot chosen by OKAPI (middle row) and
the rank 5 shot chosen by LSI (bottom row) are both teaser
shots.

Observation 3 (OKAPI and LSI are biased to teaser shots)
Textual retrieval methods such as OKAPI and LSI prefer
teaser shots, for example, the “headlines preview” at the
beginning of news programs, due to the many keywords

the news anchors mentioned in those shots. Unfortunately,
these teasers are not major shots of story content.

4. Conclusions

We propose MMSS for story-oriented multi-modal video
summarization and cross-modality correlation discovery.
MMSS encodes both the textual and scene information, as
well as logos which link shots of a story, as a graph. The
random work with restarts (RWR) stationary probability is
used to obtain a story-specific relevance ranking among
the terms and shot keyframes. We report experiments on
the TRECVID 2003 data set, for two applications, namely,
story-oriented summarization and video retrieval. Our ex-
periments show that MMSS is effective and gives meaning-
ful summaries. Moreover, MMSS matches the best tex-
tual information retrieval methods on video retrieval; in
fact, it sometimes does better, because it avoids the news
“teasers” (Observation 3). Unlike the textual retrieval meth-
ods, MMSS achieves these with no sophisticated parameter
tuning, and no domain knowledge.
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